the wall street journal business smartkit
a way to help business minds grow.

the mission: business minds
reaching their full potential.
an introduction.

The Wall Street Journal Business SmartKit is a year-long resource
designed to elevate business thinking among employees within
your organization. This multi-faceted program features Wall Street
Journal subscriptions and tools designed to continuously stimulate
conversation and encourage collaboration among employees, enabling
them to be smarter and to ultimately make better business decisions.
When big, bright, business minds are nurtured, the sky’s the limit.

the business mind
craves stimulation.
the wall street journal in print and online.

The Wall Street Journal Business SmartKit begins with the world’s most
authoritative coverage of business and global news. Employees receive
both a print and online subscription to The Journal, encouraging them
to broaden their business knowledge every day. It’s a stimulating daily
ritual that inevitably leads to better business decisions.

precise reading leads
to precise thinking.
the business smartkit
orientation and reader’s guide.

This turnkey program starts with either an on-site or online orientation,
outlining the features and goals. A key component of this presentation
is The Wall Street Journal Reader’s Guide, which familiarizes employees
with The Journal format and helps facilitate efficient and relevant
reading. The end result: 20/20 business vision for all.

weekly intellectual pollination.
email summaries of the week’s
essential news in your field.

What if all the news that’s relevant to your business could find its way to
those who need it most? This Week In: email alerts allow participants to
select and receive briefings in up to 14 different fields. The result? Team
members are encouraged to exchange thinking and perspectives while
staying abreast of the most timely industry-specific news. Think of it as
a way to spread business savvy once a week.

perspective. the more you see,
the more you understand.
a monthly newsletter examining a current
business topic from different vantage points.

Each month, participants will receive a compilation of articles and
relevant questions pertaining to a particular business situation. By
focusing in on, and following the developments of a current business
story, the Focus On: email newsletter fosters a deeper understanding
of critical issues facing the business world. Armed with this insight,
employees are then better prepared to tackle your company’s unique
challenges. Help your team see the big picture by encouraging them
to take a closer look.

leadership is a muscle.
strengthen it often.
an insightful quarterly newsletter
on current management topics.

Management inspiration arrives four times throughout the year in
the form of the Current Topics in Managing email newsletter. Help
strengthen management skills across your company with the latest in
talent development trends. Managers and HR leaders can all benefit
from recent articles and commentary on effective leadership, new
training methods and proven mentoring techniques. The point of this
exercise? Strengthen the ability to inspire.

never underestimate
the power of an open door.
access to wall street journal experts.

Give your team a rare and exciting look inside one of the most respected
news organizations in the world. Depending on your program size, a
Wall Street Journal editor, reporter or executive will speak to your group
(either in person or online) about a topic relevant to your business. It’s
our way of opening doors to help open business minds.

cultivate smart daily.

nourish the minds of your employees today.
Call 1-800-348-3555 or visit WSJSmartKit.com.
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